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Angelo Zankl, OSB, “Round the Beat,” Abbey Qtly, Jan1985 p.3









Record Nov. 1897 p. 205










“Caesar’s Bridge – St. John’s – 1888?” from the matted photographs collection in the 
SJU Archives
8
From In & Around SJU 1909 p.40
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Angelo Zankl, OSB, “Round the Beat,” Abbey Qtly, Jan. 1985, p.3
Photo from PC0x, p. 47
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From red scrapbook in the SJU Archives, compiler unknown
12
Laundry, bridge – date unknown; Ascheman collection LP064
Stone (west) bridge photo taken Nov. 16, 2009 by PLR
13
“Maxie” photo from red scrapbook in the SJU Archives, p. 23, compiler unknown
Text from The Record July 29, 1955, p. 3 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/31351/show/31349
Stone (west) bridge photo taken Nov. 16, 2009 by PLR
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http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/9806/show/9792 The 
Record Nov. 1897 p. 205
Also published in the St. Cloud Daily Times Jan. 20 1897?
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The Record 1917 Oct. p.466-467
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/20786/show/20757
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Archives photo scanned in 2007
Color photo taken Nov. 16, 2009 by PLR
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Caesar’s Bay – east bridge photo taken Nov. 16, 2009 by PLR
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